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Leisure time is about to become extraordinary.
City traffic has none of the thrills of endless coast roads. And hot springs
are more breathtaking than spas. Genuine adventurers can now choose between
three Marco Polo camper vans.
Experience the world’s many impressive pleasures in the comfortable and versatile
vehicle that is the Marco Polo. And enjoy the accomplished design, the spacious
interior and the unique home-from-home feeling.

From spontaneous excursions to sporty outings – the Marco Polo HORIZON and
the Marco Polo ACTIVITY fit the bill for all those who not only enjoy travelling but
also like to be active in their leisure time. Say goodbye to the everyday and enjoy
your sense of adventure in spacious vehicles offering a host of functional features.
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Your vehicle already is.
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Marco Polo camper vans.
Marco Polo. The feel-good camper van. Everyone loves
the attractive design of the Marco Polo. The extraordinary
driving, living and sleeping comfort in the interior is for the
travellers alone to enjoy. Extensive optional assistance
systems provide support while on the move. When you
arrive at your destination, you will quickly feel at home
thanks to the high-quality camping equipment. And varied
entertainment is provided by the infotainment system
COMAND Online which can be conveniently controlled with
the help of the ergonomic touchpad with the Controller
or via voice control with the LINGUATRONIC system. As
an option, the sound system brings a top-class listening experience into the vehicle while on the road and at
destinations.
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Marco Polo HORIZON. Adventure with style. Adventurers
who want to embark on a journey on the spur of the
moment and in style can do so in the feel-good atmosphere
of the Marco Polo HORIZON. It combines the agility and
ride comfort of a passenger car with comfortable sleeping
accommodation for up to five people. And when it comes
to equipment and appointment options, the Marco Polo
HORIZON knows very few limits. This is as true for comfort and design as it is for entertainment, navigation and
assistance systems. With its flexible seating options for
up to seven people and the vehicle height of under two
metres suitable for conventional garages it is also a
valuable companion in everyday use.

The Marco Polo ACTIVITY with front-wheel drive will be temporarily unavailable in certain countries from 06/2018. For further information please ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer.

Marco Polo ACTIVITY. The individual traveller. Functional
and spacious camper van: the Marco Polo ACTIVITY sparks
a passion on any tour. In just a few steps the interior can be
transformed into a pleasant sleeping and living area for up
to five people. Thanks to the optional, individual seats it is
possible to even carry up to 7 people in the Marco Polo
ACTIVITY. Its drive options are every bit as versatile as its
interior: depending on the engine variant, front-wheel1,
rear-wheel or all-wheel drive systems are available.
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You hereby declare your independence.
The Marco Polo is the compact camper van for all those who attach great importance to design and comfort
when out on the road. After all, it includes a lot of what’s needed for driving, living and sleeping at a high level:
in the interior it has a sophisticated interior construction with a top-class kitchen and cabinets, a pop-up roof
with roof bed and a 2-seater bench as a comfort berth, so that four people can sleep comfortably. Equipped
in high quality and with its intuitive infotainment concept it fascinates in everyday life just as much as it does
on trips. And on the road it sets new standards not only through its good looks – but also with its frugal yet
powerful engines. So if you don’t know today where you want to go tomorrow – the Marco Polo gives you the
freedom to do it.
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A star kitchen under the open sky.
The Marco Polo turns virtually every place on the journey into a second home. Thanks to a
contemporary furniture concept with a wardrobe and seat compartment plus exclusive appointments such as the yacht-look floor covering and the trim elements in a piano-lacquer look you
enjoy a stylish journey. And mindful that home cooking is the best, a fully equipped kitchenette
with its integral refrigerator are on board, along with practical drawers plus a large folding
table. And before moving on to your next destination after a good meal, take some time out to
digest your travel experiences on the comfort berth or the comfortable roof bed – in the
incomparably pleasant light conjured up by the ambient lighting1.

1

Available as optional extra.
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Experience what others dream about.
The Marco Polo HORIZON is a revelation for anyone fond of spontaneous and stylish
adventure tours: with the agility and the driving comfort of a car it delivers you to your dream
destinations feeling relaxed. Its feel-good interior invites you to recharge every now and
then. And after an adventure-filled day, thanks to a pop-up roof with roof bed and comfort berth,
there is sleeping space for up to five people. Its equipment options are as varied as your
destinations: from comfort and design to multimedia and assistance systems. Best of all: thanks
to excellent comfort, a variable space concept and a height of under two metres suitable
for conventional garages you will appreciate the Marco Polo HORIZON in everyday life just as
much as you do as a camper van.
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Refined travelling pleasure.
In the Marco Polo HORIZON you can enjoy more than just the sights along the way. Because its
interior design, perfect in form and made of the finest materials, and its stylishly-shaped cockpit
are themselves already a sight for sore eyes. With the exclusive Design packages the interior can
be refined even further with leather appointments. Thanks to ergonomic and easily swivelling
comfort seats for the driver and front passenger everyone can enjoy the stylish ambience in a
sociable seating area. After a day filled with activities the comfort berth and the comfortable
roof bed offer sleeping room for up to five people to recover by the next day – as it’s wise to enjoy
a good rest before embarking on the next adventure.
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First leisure. Then pleasure.
Daily routine off, leisure time on! The Marco Polo ACTIVITY is the variable and economical camper van for families and
those who like spontaneous leisure activities. Thanks to a practical pop-up roof and 3-seater bench as a comfort
berth there is comfortable sleeping space for up to five people in no time at all. With maximum headroom of 2350 mm,
swivelling comfort seats in the front and a folding table you always have a nice space for picnics with you. The
Marco Polo ACTIVITY is just as variable when it comes to its drive variants as it is available with front-wheel1, rear-wheel
or all-wheel drive. And in everyday life, too, you benefit from its manoeuvrability and a height of less than two
metres suitable for conventional garages.

1

The Marco Polo ACTIVITY with front-wheel drive will be temporarily unavailable in certain countries from 06/2018. For more information please ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer.
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Room for dreams. And lots more.
In the Marco Polo ACTIVITY each day is different from the last. Its interior features a variable, functional space
available for use with many practical storage options. The swivelling comfort seats for driver and front passenger,
a practical folding table, 12V sockets and vent windows in the passenger compartment ensure that spontaneous
adventurers need not miss any everyday comforts even when far away from home. And thanks to its manual
pop-up roof and the comfortable berth combination with an optional sleeping mat you will not only enjoy the
generous headroom of up to 2350 mm, but can also convert the Marco Polo ACTIVITY into a camper van with
up to five comfortable berths in just a few simple moves.
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Shining stars in a traveller’s sky:
Marco Polo camper vans.
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With the Marco Polo camper vans the driver and passengers get to their leisure and holiday destinations comfortably and relaxed. The equipment for all vehicles includes the manual
pop-up roof with a maximum headroom of 2350 mm and the swivelling comfort seats for the driver and front passenger plus extensive airbag equipment. Since the vehicle height is
below the 2-metre limit when the pop-up roof is closed, conventional garages, multi-storey car parks, underground car parks and car washes can be used with ease.

Key advantages of the Marco Polo:
• Room for up to four people to sleep comfortably
on the 2-seater bench as a comfort berth with an
electropneumatic backrest/in the roof bed
• Four seats as standard, with the option to extend
to up to six seats
• Kitchenette with hob with two gas burners, sink
and integral refrigerator plus folding table
• Diverse stowage options in cupboards, drawers
and in the roof stowage box
• Fresh water and waste water tank
• Exterior power connection plus 230V and
USB socket
• Extensive scope for individualisation with AMG Line,
Night package and Interior Design package

1

Key advantages of the Marco Polo HORIZON:
• Room for up to five people to sleep comfortably
on the 3-seater bench as a comfort berth/in
the roof bed
• Five seats as standard, with the option to extend
to up to seven seats
• Multiple seating options available, e.g. comfort
seating comprising four individual seats in the rear1
• 2nd sliding door on the driver’s side, optional
• Extensive scope for individualisation with the AMG
Line, Night package, Interior Design package and
Interior Premium package

In the case of these seating variants, the 3-seater bench as a comfort berth in the 2nd rear seat row is omitted.

2

Key advantages of the Marco Polo ACTIVITY:
• Room for up to five people to sleep comfortably
on the 3-seater bench as a comfort berth/in
the roof bed
• Five seats as standard, with the option to extend
to up to seven seats
• 2nd sliding door on the driver’s side, optional
• Five diesel engines
• Choice of three drive variants: front-wheel2,
rear-wheel or all-wheel drive
• Individualisation possible thanks to a large selection
of light-alloy wheels, the chromed radiator grille
and the Interior Chrome package

The Marco Polo ACTIVITY with front-wheel drive will be temporarily unavailable in certain countries from 06/2018. For more information please ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer.
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Our world in your hands.
www.mercedes.me – it’s all about you. Discover a world of fascinating services, products and
innovations that will simplify and enrich your life. Coming straight to you in digital form. And turning
our world into your world.

Mercedes me is available for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON in selected countries. Contact your Mercedes-Benz dealer for more information.
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Life can be so fascinating when you’re fully connected.
All our connectivity and mobility services plus a host of other fascinating features – all in one
place and exclusively for you. That’s Mercedes me. Register free of charge today and make the world
of Mercedes-Benz your very own at your convenience – on your PC or laptop or in mobile mode
via tablet, smartphone or smartwatch. And because your life is forever changing, our services are also
continually evolving. Join us now at: www.mercedes.me/welcome
Looking for individual inspiration in real life, too? The Mercedes me Stores are a fascinating
phenomenon worldwide – in Beijing, Moscow and Hamburg, for example.
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Mercedes me connect connects you with your vehicle –
and your vehicle with the whole world. A comprehensive
range of convenient connectivity services relating to all
areas of your vehicle supports you, ensuring greater safety,
closer contact and an even more fascinating driving expe
rience. It’s reassuring to stay connected all the time while
you’re on the move. Mercedes me connect includes
Standard Services, which are able to provide you with auto
matic support in the event of a breakdown or an accident,
as well as Remote Online Services – the option enabling
vehicle settings to be carried out by smartphone – and
lots more.

Mercedes me move offers access to intelligent mobility
solutions: car2go is the pioneer and global market leader in
free-floating car sharing, the moovel mobility app pools
the offerings from various mobility providers to find the ideal
route from A to B. With the mytaxi app you can order a
taxi, track its approach live and pay for your journey in a
convenient manner. Mercedes-Benz Rent offers vehicles
to suit all occasions for short- or long-term rental from an
authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer near you. Blacklane
enables you to book a chauffeur-driven limousine, FlixBus
offers inexpensive, comfortable and environment-friendly
trips on long-distance coaches.

Mercedes me inspire offers special brand experiences
and an opportunity to engage in an inspiring dialogue.
We aim to share our ideas with you, and we would like to
know your ideas and wishes. So that we can always offer
you the best solutions. A community is available to this end,
and you will also find a growing range of offerings and
experiences which go beyond the traditional vehicle-related
topics – from areas such as events, travel and lifestyle.

Mercedes me assist makes easy work of organising
maintenance for your vehicle, providing a convenient online
means of locating a Mercedes-Benz dealer in your neighbourhood and arranging a service appointment. The digital
service report keeps you up to date on performed service
work at all times. The report is available to you online just
one day after a service. In addition to the current service
report, you can also view your vehicle’s complete service
history and service intervals, and you can print out this
information whenever required.

 epending on market availability.
D
Mercedes me is available for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON in selected countries. Contact your Mercedes-Benz dealer for more information.

Mercedes me finance offers you various routes to your
vehicle of choice. Mercedes-Benz Bank/Mercedes-Benz
Financial Services finds the ideal leasing, financing and
insurance solution together with you – tailored to your needs.
Our leasing products enable you to drive the latest models
at all times while enjoying maximum flexibility, as you pay not
for acquisition of the vehicle, but only for its use. You also
benefit from attractive monthly instalments. Our financing
arrangements let you pay for your new Mercedes-Benz in
a way that suits your personal budget. You can tailor your
monthly instalments to your needs by deciding on an
appropriate down-payment and term for your contract. Our
individual insurance solutions offer reliable protection
for your budget and your vehicle on attractive terms. Once
a contract is in place, you can conveniently manage your
finance applications online.1
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Our service: the perfect fit for your Mercedes.
You’re purchasing more than a vehicle: something priceless – an exclusive partnership with Mercedes-Benz. For you,
this means worry-free motoring, safety and independence. In other words: the great feeling of driving a Mercedes.

The best for your Mercedes. Nobody knows your
Mercedes better than our experienced specialists in the
Mercedes-Benz workshops. The extensive range of
services and the high quality standards ensure that your
vehicle remains in tip-top condition. That’s why we trust
proven Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts and special tools.
The best for you. Worry-free motoring from the very
first mile. Our tailored service contracts, the Mercedes-Benz
ServiceCare products, offer you precisely this. So you
benefit from long-term predictability and cost control at
all times thanks to fixed monthly instalments and cost
transparency. And you are ideally protected against additional workshop costs.

1

The best for your mobility. The Mercedes-Benz Mobilo1
mobility solution gives you worry-free motoring throughout
Europe – even in the event of breakdowns, accidents,
minor mishaps or vandalism. Because Mobilo entitles you
to on-the-spot assistance, a replacement vehicle, towing
away or overnight hotel accommodation. Mobilo is included
for the first two years after first registration and can be
extended for a year at a time following each service at an
authorised service partner – for a total of up to 30 years.
Whenever you require assistance, you can call us free of
charge Europe-wide on 00800 1 777 77772.

 ur general terms and conditions apply. The validity period starts afresh following each service performed at an authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner and lasts until the next due service – up to a
O
maximum of 30 years following first registration. The benefits and terms of the currently valid version of Mercedes-Benz Mobilo apply to the Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON. The benefits and
terms of the currently valid version of Mercedes-Benz MobiloVan apply to the Marco Polo ACTIVITY. 2 Roaming charges may apply when calling from abroad. Europe-wide breakdown assistance hotline
for Marco Polo ACTIVITY: 00800 3 777 7777.
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What would motorsport be without Mercedes-Benz?
The first vehicle to ever win an automobile race was powered by a Daimler engine. The first
Mercedes was a racing car. The Silver Arrows – a true legend. Mercedes-Benz has a long tradition
of involvement with the world of sport. Motorsport shapes the brand and every vehicle bearing
the Mercedes star to this day. Discover the brand’s unique history first-hand: at the Mercedes-Benz
Museum in Stuttgart.

m

FIND OUT MORE
Discover just what has been moving the world for over
130 years and take a journey through time as well as through
the history of the automobile at the Mercedes-Benz Museum.
More than 1500 exhibits await you on 16,500 m2 of floorspace,
including unique gems such as the oldest surviving Mercedes
from 1902 or the legendary gull-wing models. Welcome to a
place of innovation:
www.mercedes-benz.com/museum
www.facebook.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.instagram.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.twitter.com/mb_museum
www.google.com/+mercedesbenzmuseum
www.youtube.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
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What would Mercedes-Benz be without motorsport?
3 June 1934 marked the beginning of the Silver Arrows legend in the International Eifel Race
at the Nürburgring. Today this legend is more alive than ever: in 2017 the Silver Arrows works team
Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport won the Formula 1 constructors’ and drivers’ titles for the
fourth year in a row following a strong second half of the season. In the third from last race of the
2017 season at the Autódromo Hermanos Rodríguez in Mexico, Lewis Hamilton secured his fourth
drivers’ title in his Mercedes-AMG F1 W08 EQ Power+. In the 2018 season, Lewis Hamilton and
Valtteri Bottas will again be on the hunt for titles for Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport in the
Mercedes-AMG F1 W09 EQ Power+. The value of these successes extends way beyond the race
track: every yard raced advances development in fields such as lightweight materials and hybrid
technology for series production.

m

FIND OUT MORE
Fascinating Formula 1 goes multimedia.
www.facebook.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.twitter.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.youtube.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.google.com/+MercedesAMGF1
www.instagram.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.MercedesAMGF1.com
www.mercedes-benz.com/motorsport

Mercedes-AMG F1 W09 EQ Power+, 2018 season.

Marco Polo camper vans | Integral safety concept
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Integral safety concept.
The extensive safety equipment for the Marco Polo camper vans leads the way in this segment. They feature the integral safety concept from Mercedes-Benz, which consists
of four phases: safe driving, preventive protection in the event of danger, appropriate protection in an accident, and damage limitation following an accident. For example, the
Mercedes-Benz emergency call system1 as part of the Mercedes me connect Standard Services. Incidentally, the high level of interior safety has been confirmed by TÜV Rhineland,
which awarded the vehicle its “Proven occupant protection” seal of approval2.
SAFE DRIVING.

IN THE EVENT OF DANGER.

AFTER AN ACCIDENT.

The safety and assistance systems for safe driving support
the driver and help to avoid hazards. The diversity and
quality of the systems are outstanding and exemplary among
recreational vehicles and camper vans. Both Crosswind
Assist and ATTENTION ASSIST come as part of the standard
equipment; the latter can warn the driver if it detects typical signs of excessive drowsiness. Further optional systems
make driving even safer and more convenient. For example,
Brake Assist, Blind Spot Assist and Lane Keeping Assist,
which can help prevent unintentional lane departure.

The Marco Polo camper vans offer exemplary safety equipment which can preventively initiate protective measures in
the event of danger. For example, the optionally available
anticipatory occupant protection system PRE-SAFE® for the
Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON, or the PRE-SAFE®
system for the Marco Polo ACTIVITY, is able to detect critical driving situations at an early stage and protect the
occupants as a precaution. The measures include reversible
tightening of the seat belts in the front and the closing of
open windows if necessary.

The immediate initiation of appropriate rescue measures
after an accident is crucial. In the Marco Polo camper
vans various mechanisms, which are dependent on the
type and severity of the accident, can alleviate the con
sequences of an accident and facilitate a rapid rescue. The
Mercedes-Benz emergency call system1 makes sure assistance arrives quickly at the scene of the accident. It forms
part of the Mercedes me connect Standard Services.
Other measures include, for instance, the activation of the
hazard warning lights and the crash-responsive emergency
lighting as well as switching the engine off and unlocking the
doors automatically.

IN AN ACCIDENT.

Extensive equipment with airbags and other restraint
systems means that the Marco Polo models can offer
exemplary protection in the event of an accident. Front
airbags, windowbags and thorax/pelvis sidebags for
driver and front passenger are standard. The ISOFIX child
seat securing systems enable child seats to be conveniently attached to the bench seat or the individual seats
in the rear.
1

m

WE ARE THERE TO ASSIST
Should you require assistance while on the road, you can contact
Mercedes-Benz Service24h free of charge on 00800 1 777 7777 or
alternatively on +49 69 95 30 72 77. In conjunction with a mobile
phone, the integrated telematics service Mercedes-Benz Contact is
even able to connect you automatically to our customer service
team and to relay relevant vehicle and position data.

 nly available for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON. 2 The accident scenario defined by TÜV Rhineland verified the protection of the occupants from the vehicle load and the stability of the built-in furniture. In this test, the vehicle structure absorbed the forces which occurred during
O
an impact at a speed of 56 km/h without major deformations in the interior. The installations remained undamaged, and the furniture doors stayed closed. Further information about the test can be found by using the added QR code to access TÜV Rhineland’s online certificate database Certipedia.

Marco Polo camper vans | Integral safety concept

The figure shows various activated airbags (maximum deployment) for illustrative purposes only.
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Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive. Visionary.
Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive combines innovative driving assistance and safety systems that support
drivers and make driving easier. Highlights include the options Active Parking Assist with 360° camera1
and the LED Intelligent Light System.

INTELLIGENT DRIVING
Active Parking Assist with 360° camera1 (optional) provides comprehensive
support in looking for a parking space, parking and manoeuvring, showing
images of the vehicle’s immediate surroundings in the media display.
The Active Parking Assist with reversing camera (optional) relieves the strain
on the driver when searching for a parking space, when entering and leaving
parking spaces and also when manoeuvring.
The optional reversing camera produces a photo-realistic representation of
the area directly behind the vehicle and can help prevent damage when parking
and manoeuvring.
The LED Intelligent Light System improves the driver’s vision and thus the
handling safety, as it can automatically adjust the illumination of the road
surface to different driving situations.
Traffic Sign Assist2 indicates identified, signposted speed limits as well as
no-entry and no-overtaking zones, relieving the driver’s workload.

m

FIND OUT MORE
www.mercedes-benz-intelligent-drive.com

1

 ctive Parking Assist with 360° camera is only available for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON.
A
system COMAND Online, which is optionally available for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON.

2

Traffic Sign Assist is part of the optional high-end infotainment

Marco Polo camper vans | Assistance systems

Assistance systems. Helpful.
The driving assistance systems include the optional Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC1. It automatically
maintains the distance to the vehicles in front and takes the strain off the driver on motorways or in
stop-and-go traffic. The optional Driving Assistance package combines Adaptive Brake Assist2 or COLLISION
PREVENTION ASSIST3, Blind Spot Assist and Lane Keeping Assist plus PRE-SAFE®4. These assistance
systems help the driver to maintain a minimum distance from the vehicle in front, to carry out emergency
braking, to be aware of vehicles in the driver’s blind spot and to not inadvertently stray from the lane the
vehicle is travelling in. In critical situations they can help to prevent accidents or at least lessen their impact.
HELPFUL SUPPORT
The Lane Tracking package (optional) features Lane Keeping Assist
and Blind Spot Assist to help the driver stay in lane or change lanes on
multi-lane highways.
The Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC1 (optional) automatically maintains
a safe distance to the vehicle in front.
Adaptive Brake Assist2 (optional for the Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON)
combines proximity and collision warning with the BAS PRO brake assist
function.
COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST3 (optional for the Marco Polo ACTIVITY)
combines proximity and collision warning with the BAS PRO brake assist
function.
Crosswind Assist (standard) helps to prevent lane displacement in the event
of gusting side winds.
With the help of numerous parameters, ATTENTION ASSIST (standard) can
detect typical signs of drowsiness and warn the driver.
PRE-SAFE® (optional for the Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON) or
the PRE-SAFE® system (optional for the Marco Polo ACTIVITY) is able to
detect critical driving situations at an early stage and initiate precautionary
protection measures.

1

Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC is only available for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON. 2 Adaptive Brake Assist is also available as an option individually
for the Marco Polo and the Marco Polo HORIZON. 3 COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST is also available as an option individually for the Marco Polo ACTIVITY. 4 For the
Marco Polo ACTIVITY, Headlamp Assist is included instead of PRE-SAFE® in the Driving Assistance package.
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Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON | Infotainment
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Infotainment. The best connections.
The Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON provide adventure-seekers with the finest infotainment and communication –
both on the road and after arriving at their destination. The optional COMAND Online high-end infotainment system
with Internet browser and Mercedes-Benz Apps as well as high-quality 3D map display navigates resolutely and unerringly
to dream destinations with the help of traffic information in real-time1 – if possible – without traffic jams. In addition
its operation is innovative and time-saving by means of the ergonomic touchpad with Controller or voice control
with LINGUATRONIC.

TALENTED COMMUNICATORS
Audio 20 USB (standard) offers innovative information, entertainment and
communication options on board, such as Bluetooth® hands-free operation
and a USB port.
The Audio 20 CD with touchpad (optional) enhances ease of operation with
an innovative touchpad and features a CD drive.
The Garmin® MAP PILOT (optional) upgrades the Audio 20 CD with touchpad
into a full-fledged navigation system with Live Traffic Information1 (real-time
traffic data) and 3D map display.
The sound system (optional) brings a top-class listening experience into the
vehicle while on the road and at destinations, for the Marco Polo only.

1

Available in certain markets only.

Marco Polo ACTIVITY | Multimedia

Multimedia. Direct connection.
These sophisticated audio systems are available as an option and offer the best connections aboard the Marco Polo
ACTIVITY. The Bluetooth® interface means that phone calls can be made, SMS messages viewed or music played in the
vehicle via the hands-free function. The top-of-the-range Audio 40 can be controlled intuitively via the high-resolution
touchscreen with 17.8 cm (7-inch) screen diagonal. The fast hard-disc navigation with high-quality topographic 3D map
display makes use of Live Traffic Information1, helping to avoid traffic jams and reduce journey times. The Audio 15 can
also be optionally upgraded with the Becker® MAP PILOT navigation module into a high-quality, intuitively operated navigation
system with 2D and 3D map display.

A PARTNER IN COMMUNICATION
Audio 10 (optional2) offers a host of useful information and communication
functions: hands-free function and audio streaming via Bluetooth®, USB and
Aux-in socket as well as SD memory card slot.
Compared with the Audio 10, the Audio 15 (optional) additionally provides
a high-resolution TFT display and a 14.7 cm (5.8-inch) screen diagonal and
also an iPod® interface.
The Becker® MAP PILOT system (optional) upgrades the Audio 15 into a
high-quality, intuitively operated navigation system.
The Audio 40 (optional) impresses with intuitive control via the 17.8 cm (7-inch)
touchscreen plus fast hard-disc navigation and its versatile communications

1

Live Traffic Information (real-time traffic information, country-specific).

2

In Germany, Audio 10 is included as standard for the Marco Polo ACTIVITY.

and infotainment options.
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Marco Polo camper vans | Engines

Marco Polo 250 d
Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d
Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d
This engine delivers peak torque of 440 Nm
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Engines. Dream performers.
With their agile performance and frugal fuel consumption, the five powerful 4-cylinder diesel engines1 make every journey
a pleasure. The BlueEFFICIENCY package2 with ECO start/stop function and 12 V 95 Ah AGM battery is included as
standard. In particular the flagship engine with an output of 140 kW3 (190 hp) and a maximum torque of 440 Nm enables
plenty of driving enjoyment with low consumption. The engines meet the requirements for emissions class Euro 6c M1
as standard.4

THE ENGINES FOR

THE ENGINES FOR

THE MARCO POLO AND THE MARCO POLO HORIZON

THE MARCO POLO ACTIVITY

100 kW (136 hp), 330 Nm, 2143 cc, 6-speed manual transmission,

65 kW1, 7 (88 hp), 230 Nm, 1598 cc, 6-speed manual transmission

optional 7G-TRONIC PLUS

84 kW1, 8 (114 hp), 270 Nm, 1598 cc, 6-speed manual transmission

120 kW6 (163 hp), 380 Nm, 2143 cc, 6-speed manual transmission,

100 kW9 (136 hp), 330 Nm, 2143 cc, 6-speed manual transmission,

5

optional 7G-TRONIC PLUS
140 kW3 (190 hp), 440 Nm, briefly +10 kW (14 hp) and +40 Nm thanks
to Overtorque Technology, 2143 cc, 7G-TRONIC PLUS

optional 7G-TRONIC PLUS
120 kW10 (163 hp), 380 Nm, 2143 cc, 6-speed manual transmission,
optional 7G-TRONIC PLUS
140 kW11 (190 hp), 440 Nm, 2143 cc, 7G-TRONIC PLUS

1

6

m

FIND OUT MORE
You will find the full technical data for the
Marco Polo camper vans starting on page 66.

T he engine versions with 65 kW and 84 kW and front-wheel drive (Marco Polo ACTIVITY 160 d and 180 d) will be temporarily unavailable in certain countries from 06/2018. For more information, please ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 2 Not available for the engine versions with 65 kW and 84 kW
(Marco Polo ACTIVITY 160 d and 180 d). 3 For Marco Polo 250 d and Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d and for Marco Polo 250 d 4MATIC and Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d 4MATIC. 4 Only applicable to the engines with 100 kW, 120 kW and 140 kW. 5 For Marco Polo 200 d and Marco Polo HORIZON 200 d.
For Marco Polo 220 d and Marco Polo HORIZON 220 d and for Marco Polo 220 d 4MATIC and Marco Polo HORIZON 220 d 4MATIC. 7 For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 160 d. 8 For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 180 d. 9 For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 200 d. 10 For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 220 d and Marco Polo ACTIVITY
220 d 4MATIC. 11 For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d and Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d 4MATIC. Detailed information on the fuel consumption figures can be found under “Technical data”.
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1

2
3

Marco Polo camper vans | Drive system, transmission and suspension

Drive system. Animation star.
The drive system of the Marco Polo camper vans can be perfectly adapted to individual needs. The range
includes front-wheel drive1, rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive, two transmissions and four suspension
versions. If a saloon-style of ride comfort is desired, the balanced comfort suspension, rear-wheel drive and
smooth-shifting 7G-TRONIC PLUS2 automatic transmission are the right choice. The 651, 3 and 84 kW1, 4
engine versions with 6-speed manual transmission, front-wheel drive1 and Basic Suspension Plus are
particularly economical. And for frequent trips in demanding road conditions, the permanent all-wheel
drive system 4MATIC is recommended for more traction and driving stability.

Transmission and suspension. Sports programme.
The Marco Polo camper vans spread the travel bug. The suspension systems with either a sporty or
comfortable configuration or the AGILITY CONTROL suspension provide the basis for agile and comfortable
driving characteristics. A 6-speed manual transmission comes as standard. The optionally available
7G-TRONIC PLUS2 automatic transmission offers superbly smooth gear-changing. In addition, with the
DYNAMIC SELECT switch3 it is possible to select from a choice of drivetrain settings: sporty, comfort
able or highly efficient. And when heading to attractive locations accessible via difficult road conditions,
the optional 4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive makes for an excellent choice.

DRIVE VARIANTS
1	
Front-wheel drive1 and 6-speed manual transmission for the engines
with 65 kW1, 3 (88 hp) and 84 kW1, 4 (114 hp)
2	
Rear-wheel drive and 6-speed manual transmission, optional 7G-TRONIC
PLUS, for the engines with 100 kW5 (136 hp) and 120 kW6 (163 hp);
the 7G-TRONIC PLUS is standard for the engine with 140 kW7 (190 hp)
3	
4MATIC all-wheel drive and 7G-TRONIC PLUS, optional for the engines
with 120 kW8 (163 hp) and 140 kW9 (190 hp)
Figures 1 to 3 show the different drive variants.

THE SUSPENSION VARIANTS
Basic suspension Plus offers impressively good handling characteristics, quiet
running and superior driving dynamics (standard for Marco Polo ACTIVITY).
The comfort suspension ensures pleasant handling with low noise levels as
well as good driving dynamics at the same time (standard for Marco Polo and
Marco Polo HORIZON, optional for Marco Polo ACTIVITY).
The sports suspension delights with its excellent driving dynamics and agility
(optional for Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON).
The AGILITY CONTROL suspension with selective damping system combines
agility with a very high level of ride comfort (optional for Marco Polo and
Marco Polo HORIZON).

m

FIND OUT MORE
You will find the full technical data for the
Marco Polo camper vans starting on page 66.

1
3

T he Marco Polo ACTIVITY with front-wheel drive will be temporarily unavailable in certain countries from 06/2018. For more information, please ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 2 The 7G-TRONIC PLUS automatic transmission is available as standard or as an option – depending on engine and transmission.
For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 160 d. 4 For Marco Polo ACTIVITY 180 d. 5 For Marco Polo 200 d, Marco Polo HORIZON 200 d and Marco Polo ACTIVITY 200 d. 6 For Marco Polo 220 d, Marco Polo HORIZON 220 d and Marco Polo ACTIVITY 220 d. 7 For Marco Polo 250 d, Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d
and Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d. 8 For Marco Polo 220 d 4MATIC, Marco Polo HORIZON 220 d 4MATIC and Marco Polo ACTIVITY 220 d 4MATIC. 9 For Marco Polo 250 d 4MATIC, Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d 4MATIC and Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d 4MATIC. Detailed information on the fuel consumption
figures can be found under “Technical data”.
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Stylish. Full-featured.
The Marco Polo
standard equipment.
The Marco Polo with standard equipment is already a first-
class-outfitted premium camper van. This comes courtesy
of its extensive, sophisticated camping equipment, its
modern, attractive design and high-grade, ergonomically
designed interior. And of course the exemplary safety
equipment characteristic of Mercedes-Benz. Its compact
dimensions and practical pop-up roof make it a valuable
companion in everyday life, too.
THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR DRIVING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
3-spoke multifunction steering wheel with trip computer, which impresses
with its pleasant feel and excellent ergonomics
40.6 cm (16-inch) steel wheels with trim, with 205/65 R16 tyres
Airbags, thorax/pelvis sidebags and windowbags for driver and front passenger
Audio 20 USB
ATTENTION ASSIST
Cockpit and trim in high-gloss black with piano-lacquer look
ECO start/stop function
Halogen reflector headlamps
Headlamp Assist, which switches the headlamps on or off automatically –
depending on the light conditions
Semi-automatic TEMPMATIC air conditioning system, which adjusts the
temperature to the desired level for driver and co-driver automatically.
Comfort suspension
Mercedes me connect Standard Services, e.g. Mercedes-Benz emergency
call system
Bumpers and detachable body parts painted in body colour

Marco Polo | Standard equipment

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR LIVING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
Cupboard module with kitchenette and trim in high-gloss black with piano-
lacquer look: 2 drawers at top with self-closing feature, a large drawer bottom
right with self-closing feature, floor unit on left with intermediate bottom and
sliding door, table integrated into cupboard
38 l fresh water tank, 40 l waste water tank
Compressor refrigerator, 40 l capacity, classification*** (up to –16°C)
Rear right power vent window in the rear
Exterior connection for 230V socket and lockable fresh water filler neck
Floor covering in yacht-decking look creates a high-quality, pleasant atmosphere
Black-tinted windows in the rear, which help to protect the interior against
prying eyes and prevent overheating caused by sunshine
Comfort seat for driver and front passenger with impressive ergonomics and
a flexible, practical swivel feature
Guide rail system with quick fasteners
Sliding window, front left
Marco Polo black/Marco Polo silk beige Santiago fabric (no-cost option)

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR SLEEPING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
2-seater bench as comfort berth with bed extension (bed area
approx. 2.03 m x 1.13 m), pneumatic seat bolsters and one drawer
Manual pop-up roof with roof bed for two people
Blinds in the rear and a curtain for the windscreen for shade and
as a protection from prying eyes
The appointments shown in the images may be optional extras in some countries.
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Marco Polo HORIZON | Standard equipment

All you need to drive away.
Marco Polo HORIZON
standard equipment.
As a premium camper van, the standard equipment for
the Marco Polo HORIZON already includes many of the
features required for travel in comfort and needed for the
most varied everyday tours. The highlights include its
exemplary, hallmark Mercedes-Benz safety equipment and
its modern, high-quality exterior and interior design.

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR DRIVING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
3-spoke multifunction steering wheel with trip computer, which impresses
with its pleasant feel and excellent ergonomics
40.6 cm (16-inch) steel wheels with trim, with 205/65 R16 tyres
Airbags, thorax/pelvis sidebags and windowbags for driver and front passenger
Audio 20 USB
ATTENTION ASSIST
Cockpit and trim in high-gloss black with piano-lacquer look
ECO start/stop function
Headlamp Assist, which automatically switches the headlamps on or off –
depending on the light conditions
Semi-automatic TEMPMATIC air conditioning system, which adjusts the
temperature to the desired level for driver and co-driver automatically.
Comfort suspension
Mercedes me connect Standard Services, e.g. Mercedes-Benz emergency
call system
Stowage nets on the backrests of the driver and front passenger seat
Bumpers and detachable body parts painted in body colour

Marco Polo HORIZON | Standard equipment

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR LIVING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
Power vent windows at rear left and right in the passenger compartment
Swivelling comfort seats for driver and front passenger
Guide rail system with quick fasteners
Santiago fabric in black or Santiago fabric in crystal grey (no-cost option)

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR SLEEPING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
3-seater bench as a comfort berth for up to three people with a bed extension
with a surface of approx 1.93 m x 1.35 m
Manual pop-up roof with roof bed for two people
Opaque curtains in the rear and the cockpit to dim the interior and prevent
anyone seeing in
The appointments shown in the images may be optional extras in some countries.
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Lots of added value.
Selection of Marco Polo
optional extras.
Numerous options give the Marco Polo even greater
handling, living and sleeping comfort and make its design
even more individual. The Marco Polo is unique among
compact camper vans in that it offers a separately opening
rear window, ambient lighting and an LED Intelligent
Light System.

1
2

THE OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR COMFORTABLE DRIVING AND TASTEFUL
LIVING INCLUDE:
1	The electric glass tilting/sliding sunroof, which offers an additional
ventilation option and allows more light into the interior.
2	The extending awning1 above the sliding door, which enlarges the living
space and provides a shaded area.
3	The EASY-PACK tailgate, which opens and closes conveniently at the
push of a button.
3

4	
The separately opening rear window in the tailgate, which enables quick,

4

convenient loading.
5	The EASY-UP pop-up roof, which can be opened and closed electrically.
6	The sound system available for the first time for the Marco Polo, which
takes the listening experience in the vehicle to a new level.
7	The ambient lighting on the cabinet base rail, which provides a pleasant
lighting atmosphere in the rear and enhances the high-class appeal.
8	Further ambient lighting in the cockpit, which creates a pleasant, homely
atmosphere for the driver and front passenger with indirect light.
9	Camping table and chairs for outside, which can be stowed beneath the
bed extension when on the move to save space.
1

The awning housing is available in a choice of silver or anthracite.

Marco Polo | Optional extras

5

6

7
9

8
10

10	The Active Parking Assist with 360° camera, which makes it easier to
find a parking space as well as to enter and leave parallel or end-on parking
spaces. The reversing camera makes the area immediately behind the
vehicle visible when reverse gear is engaged.
	The AMG Line enhances sportiness and individuality with hallmark
AMG features and high-quality details for both the exterior and interior
| not shown.
	The Night package enhances the appeal of the exterior by adding black
design highlights and lends the vehicle a particularly expressive character
| not shown.
	The Interior Design package enhances the interior with features such
as refined leather appointments and attractive trim, giving it an individual,
sporty character | not shown.
	The LED Intelligent Light System adapts the illumination variably to the
prevailing light, road and weather conditions | not shown.
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Marco Polo HORIZON | Optional extras

Clever companions on the
road. Selection of Marco Polo
HORIZON optional extras.

1

2 3

An ample selection of individualisation options lends the
Marco Polo HORIZON even more ride and living comfort
and makes its design even more unique. The separately
opening rear window, Active Parking Assist with 360°
camera and LED Intelligent Light System are unique within
the segment of compact camper vans.
SELECTION OF OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
1	The Interior Design package enhances the interior with features such
as refined leather appointments and attractive trim, giving it an individual,
sporty character.
2	The COMAND Online high-end infotainment system including Live Traffic
Information, Mercedes me connect Standard Services and Remote Online
Services as well as Traffic Sign Assist provides entertainment, navigation
and communication support.
3	The ambient lighting, optionally in the cockpit and rear or only in the
cockpit – adjustable in 3 colours and 5 brightness levels – creates a refined
lighting mood.

4

5

4	The Interior Premium package enhances the interior with features such as
exclusive nappa leather appointments and attractive trim, lending it
high-quality elegance.
5	The LED Intelligent Light System adjusts the headlamps to suit the light,
road and weather conditions.
	The AMG Line enhances the sportiness and individuality with hallmark
AMG features and high-quality details for both the exterior and interior
| not shown.
	The Night package further enhances the appeal of the exterior by adding
black design highlights and lends the vehicle a particularly expressive
character | not shown.

Marco Polo HORIZON | Passenger compartment

Travel in comfort –
wherever you sit.
On the standard-fit three-passenger bench seat as a comfort berth in the 2nd rear seat row
of the Marco Polo HORIZON, passengers travel in comfort to their holiday or leisure-time
destinations. In just a few simple steps the bench seat can be converted into a comfort
berth for up to three people.

3-passenger bench seat
as comfort berth,
2nd rear seat row,
individual seat
1st rear seat row left,
individual seat

The attractive comfort seating in the rear comprising four individual seats offers an
additional seating option1. The seats can slide fore and aft or be removed along the guide
rail system, allowing the space in the rear to be used even more flexibly.

1st rear seat row right

3-passenger bench seat

Individual seat

as comfort berth,

1st rear seat row left,

2nd rear seat row

individual seat
1st rear seat row right,
individual seat
2nd rear seat row left,
individual seat
2nd rear seat row right

3-passenger bench seat

Folding table,

as comfort berth,

individual seat

2nd rear seat row,

1st rear seat row left,

individual seat

individual seat

1st rear seat row left

1st rear seat row right,

or right

individual seat
2nd rear seat row left,
individual seat
2nd rear seat row right

1

This seating variant omits the 3-passenger bench seat as comfort berth.
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Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON | AMG Line

AMG Line.
The combination of hallmark AMG elements and high-
quality details enhances the sporty nature and boosts
individuality. AMG light-alloy wheels, an AMG spoiler lip
and the sporty-looking front and rear apron add further
refinement to the exterior. The sports suspension and the
powerful braking system with “Mercedes-Benz” lettering
deliver more responsive handling and give the vehicle a
dynamic appearance. The sports pedals and AMG trim
in carbon-fibre look lend the interior an additional touch
of class.

AMG LINE EXTERIOR FEATURES:

AMG LINE INTERIOR FEATURES:

Sportily designed front and rear apron

AMG carbon-fibre-look trim elements

AMG spoiler lip for improved aerodynamics

Air vents with chrome-plated cross struts and rings

48.3 cm (19-inch) AMG 7-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black
with a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R19 tyres

Roof lining in silk beige

Sports suspension, alternatively AGILITY CONTROL suspension
43.2 cm (17-inch) braking system, front brake callipers with
“Mercedes-Benz” lettering

Sports pedals in brushed stainless steel with black rubber studs

Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON | Night package

Night package.
The Night package further upgrades the exterior with
black design accents and gives the vehicle an especially
expressive character. As well as black-painted and
high-sheen 45.7 cm (18-inch) 10-twin-spoke light-alloy
wheels the louvres in the radiator trim and the exterior
mirror housings are in high-gloss black. A further equipment
feature is the black-painted pop-up roof. In conjunction
with the AMG Line the front bumper trim is also in black
and lends the sporty look even more expressiveness.

NIGHT PACKAGE FEATURES:

OPTIONAL:

45.7 cm (18-inch) 10-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels

Pop-up roof painted in body colour

Exterior mirrors painted high-gloss black, or painted in the body colour if

45.7 cm (18-inch) light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey

the obsidian black metallic paint finish is specified

with a high-sheen finish

Radiator grille with integrated Mercedes star and two louvres in high-gloss

48.3 cm (19-inch) light-alloy wheels painted black with a high-sheen finish

black with chrome inlays
Pop-up roof painted black
AMG front bumper with black trim, in conjunction with AMG Line only
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Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON | Design packages

Individual and high-quality.
The Interior Design package enhances the interior with
features such as refined leather appointments and attractive
trim elements and lends it an individual, sporty character.
The package includes comfort seats in Lugano leather plus
the steering wheel and shift lever in nappa leather. There
is a choice of several attractive-looking variants for the trim
elements. The sports pedals in brushed aluminium amplify
the sporty character of the Interior Design package.

THE MARCO POLO INTERIOR DESIGN PACKAGE INCLUDES:

THE MARCO POLO HORIZON INTERIOR DESIGN PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Lugano leather in black or silk beige

Lugano leather in black

Leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift lever, or just leather-trimmed

Leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift lever, or just leather-trimmed

steering wheel if 7G-TRONIC PLUS is specified

steering wheel if 7G-TRONIC PLUS is specified

Sports pedals in brushed aluminium

Sports pedals in brushed aluminium

Trim with piano-lacquer look in high-gloss black or trim with ebony-wood look

Trim with wave look in matt anthracite, alternatively trim with piano-lacquer

in high-gloss dark anthracite

look in high-gloss black, trim with ash-wood look in high-gloss dark brown or
trim with ebony-wood look in high-gloss dark anthracite
Trim with carbon-fibre look in conjunction with the optionally available
AMG Line

Marco Polo HORIZON | Interior Premium package

The Interior Premium package enhances the interior with features such as exclusive leather appointments and attractive
trim elements and lends it high-quality elegance. The package includes comfort seats in exclusive nappa leather – either
in black, marron or silk beige. There is a choice of two attractive-looking variants for the trim elements. The dashboard
in leather look with topstitching plus the steering wheel and the shift lever in nappa leather and the sports pedals in
brushed aluminium underline the high-quality character.

THE MARCO POLO HORIZON INTERIOR PREMIUM PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Ambient lighting at the front and in the rear
Illuminated door sill panels
Dashboard in leather look with topstitching
Nappa leather in black, marron or silk beige
Leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift lever, or just leather-trimmed
steering wheel if 7G-TRONIC PLUS is specified
Sports pedals in brushed aluminium
Trim with ash-wood look in high-gloss dark brown or trim with ebony-wood
look in high-gloss dark anthracite
Trim with carbon-fibre look in conjunction with the optionally available AMG Line
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Marco Polo ACTIVITY | Standard equipment

Freedom to do as you please.
Marco Polo ACTIVITY
optional extras.
The Marco Polo ACTIVITY includes many standard features
required for relaxed trips, spontaneous overnight stops
and a pleasant stay.

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR DRIVING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
40.6 cm (16-inch) steel wheels with hub caps, 195/65 R16 tyres
Airbags, thorax/pelvis sidebags and windowbags for driver and front passenger
Halogen reflector headlamps
Radio pre-installation with 2-way loudspeaker
Santiago fabric in black or crystal grey (no-cost option)
Tinted glass all round helps to prevent the interior from heating up in sunlight

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR LIVING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
Swivelling comfort seats for driver and front passenger
Functional and robust TPO plastic floor covering, carpet, optional
Table package with folding table, 12V socket and cup holder
Variable guide rail system for high flexibility and economy of space
A wide range of stowage options, e.g. in the drawers under the bench seat

Marco Polo ACTIVITY | Standard equipment

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR SLEEPING
INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER THINGS:
3-seater bench as a comfort berth for up to three people with a bed extension
with a surface of approx 1.93 m x 1.35 m
Manual pop-up roof with roof bed for two people
Opaque curtains in the rear and the cockpit to dim the interior and prevent
anyone seeing in
The appointments shown in the images may be optional extras in some countries.
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Marco Polo ACTIVITY | Optional extras

Pioneering extras. Selection
of Marco Polo ACTIVITY
optional extras.
With a multitude of optional extras, such as the pull-out
awning, with either silver or anthracite housing, or the
remote-controlled hot-air auxiliary heater, many individual
preferences and plans for how to spend your holidays
and weekends can be effortlessly accommodated in the
Marco Polo ACTIVITY.

1
2

SELECTION OF OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
1	The pull-out awning1 above the sliding door enlarges the living space and
provides a shaded area.
2	The LED Intelligent Light System adjusts the headlamps to suit the light,
road and weather conditions.
3	The Active Parking Assist with reversing camera makes it easier to find
a parking space as well as parking and leaving a parallel or end-on parking
space. The reversing camera makes the area immediately behind the
vehicle visible when reverse gear is engaged.
4	The Mirror package comprises automatically adjusting anti-dazzle mirrors
and electrically folding exterior mirrors.
5	The radiator grille with additional chrome trim creates a distinctive and
even more sophisticated look.
6	The hot-air auxiliary heating with timer and temperature regulation makes
it possible to warm up the vehicle interior independently of the engine.
7	The leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift lever lend exclusivity to the
interior and enhance the cockpit’s appearance.
1

The awning housing is available in a choice of silver or anthracite.

Marco Polo ACTIVITY | Optional extras

3

	
The Audio 40 impresses with intuitive control via the 17.8 cm (7-inch)
touchscreen, attractive integral navigation and its versatile communications
and infotainment options | not shown.
	The anti-theft alarm system emits a visual and audible alert in the event of
unauthorised opening of or entry into the vehicle | not shown.
	
The Becker® MAP PILOT system upgrades the Audio 15 audio system into
a high-quality, intuitively-operated navigation system | not shown.
The 12V socket in the luggage compartment enables the connection
of electrical accessories such as an integrated refrigerator or vacuum
cleaner | not shown.
	The double cup holder provides a facility for holding drinks that is within
easy reach of the driver and front passenger | not shown.
	The electric glass tilting/sliding sunroof offers an additional ventilation
option and allows more light into the interior | not shown.

4
6

5
7
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Marco Polo camper vans | Other standard equipment and optional extras

1 2

3

All the fun of the road. Further standard equipment and optional extras (selection).
DRIVING – COMFORT
Ambient lighting, cupboard unit

Marco
Polo

○

Marco Polo Marco Polo
HORIZON ACTIVITY

–

Marco
Polo

–

Exterior mirrors, heated and

Marco Polo Marco Polo
HORIZON ACTIVITY

●

●

●

Marco
Polo

Separately opening rear window

○

Marco Polo Marco Polo
HORIZON ACTIVITY

○

–

Ambient lighting in the cockpit (Fig. 1)

○

○

–

electrically adjustable

Sliding door on driver’s side

–

○

○

Ambient lighting in the cockpit and rear

–

○

–

Exterior Sports package

○

○

–

Steering wheel adjustable for height and tilt

●

●

●

AMG Line

○

○

–

Floor covering in dark yacht-decking look

○

–

–

TEMPMATIC semi-automatic

●

●

○

●

–

–

○

○

○

control system

○

○

○

Tinted windows in the rear, black glass

●

○

○

○

○

○

Floor covering in light yacht-decking look
(Fig. 4)

○

○

–

Front seat heating

●

●

○

Carpets in the front of the interior

●

●

Convenience overhead control panel

●

●

Auxiliary heat exchanger at the rear
Brake callipers with “Mercedes-Benz”
lettering

1

Bumpers and detachable body parts
painted in body colour

Headlamp Assist

●

●

○

Instrument cluster with colour display

●

●

–

○

Interior Design package

○

○

–

●

Interior Premium package

–

○

–

○

○

○

●

●

●

●

●

○

Courtesy lights

●

●

●

Leather-trimmed steering wheel

Cruise control

○

○

○

and shift lever

DYNAMIC SELECT switch2

○

○

–

Lockable glove compartment

EASY-PACK tailgate, electric

○

○

–

Multifunction steering wheel with

Electrically adjustable driver’s seat/front
passenger seat

–

○

–

trip computer
Power sliding door on passenger side

○

○

○

air conditioning system
THERMOTRONIC automatic climate

DRIVING – SAFETY AND ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC

○

○

–

Active lock for sliding door

●

●

●

Active Parking Assist with 360° camera

○

○

–

Active Parking Assist with reversing camera

○

○

○

Adaptive Braking Assist

○

○

–

●

●

●

Airbags, thorax/pelvis sidebags and
windowbags for driver and front passenger

Marco Polo camper vans | Other standard equipment and optional extras
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Marco
Polo

Marco Polo Marco Polo
HORIZON ACTIVITY

Marco
Polo

Marco Polo Marco Polo
HORIZON ACTIVITY

ATTENTION ASSIST

●

●

●

COMAND Online

○

○

–

○

○

–

Blind Spot Assist

○

○

○

Garmin MAP PILOT

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST

–

–

○

Mercedes me connect Standard Services

Lane Keeping Assist

○

○

○

with Mercedes-Benz emergency call system

®

Marco
Polo

Electric EASY-UP pop-up roof

●

–

–

●

●

●

●

●

–

○

○

–

“Mercedes-Benz” lettering on door sill
panels, illuminated (Fig. 2)

●

○

–

○

–

–

●

●

●

Sleeping mat

○

○

○

Sliding window in front left side wall

●

–

–

●

●

●

●

○

●

○

○

○

PRE-SAFE®

○

○

–

Sound system

○

–

–

Mosquito net (Fig. 3)

Two-way loudspeakers front and rear

●

●

○

Power vent windows in the rear

–

○

Rain sensor

●

●

○

LIVING/SLEEPING

DRIVING – MULTIMEDIA

12V socket in the boot/load compartment

Audio 10

–

–

○

12V sockets for rear seat rows on right

Audio 15

–

–

○

Audio 20 CD

○

○

–

Audio 20 USB

●

●

–

Audio 40

–

–

○

Becker MAP PILOT

–

–

○

®

and left4
Auxiliary hot-air heater
Awning on the side with silver- or
anthracite-coloured housing
Camping table and 2 seats

–

External electrical connection

LED Intelligent Light System

–

–

Guide rail system with quick fasteners

Remote Online Services

PRE-SAFE® system

○

Marco Polo Marco Polo
HORIZON ACTIVITY

●

●

3

Swivelling comfort seats for driver and

○

front passenger

●

●

●

○

○

○

○

○

○

● Standard equipment

○

–

–

1

Table, folding and adjustable (Fig. 5)

○ Optional extra

– Not available

 nly in conjunction with Exterior Sports package or AMG Line. 2 Standard in conjunction with
O
automatic transmission. 3 Rear right only on Marco Polo. 4 Only one right socket in Marco Polo.
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Wheels

RA9

RK8

RK3 RK5

RK4

RL5

RL9 RL8

Wheels.
The Marco Polo camper vans always boast attractive wheels.
The large light-alloy wheels in particular give them an
individual look and underline their sporty character. Steel
wheels are visually upgraded using a standard wheel trim.

m

FURTHER INFORMATION
on the range of Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories is available
at http://configurator.mercedes-benz-accessories.com or direct
from your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer.

RA9	45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey
with a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R18 tyres1

RL9	
45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey,
with 245/45 R18 tyres

RK4	48.3 cm (19-inch) AMG 7-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black
with a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R19 tyres1

48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey,
RK5	
with 245/45 R19 tyres

RK8	43.2 cm (17-inch) 20-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium silver,
with 225/55 R17 tyres

RL8	43.2 cm (17-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium silver,
with 225/55 R17 tyres

RL5	40.6 cm (16-inch) 10-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium silver,
with tyres from size 195/65 R16

RL3	48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with
a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R19 tyres1

RK3	48.3 cm (19-inch) 16-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with
a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R19 tyres2

RK2	45.7 cm (18-inch) 10-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with
a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R18 tyres2

For Marco Polo and Marco Polo HORIZON only.
Also available as Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories.

1
2

Genuine Accessories

1 2

RL3

RK2

Genuine Accessories.
Mercedes-Benz accessories allow you to further adapt
your Marco Polo camper van to your exact wishes.
Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories are optimised to
suit your vehicle, and meet stringent requirements in
terms of quality and safety.

3

1 Footwell floor mats. Made from robust, washable plastic to cope with
the toughest use. Completely cover the footwell. The higher edges and

4 Rear cycle rack, on tailgate. High-quality aluminium rack for simple,
secure mounting on the tailgate. For up to 4 bicycles (or 2 e-bikes) of

the surface design keep dirt and water at bay. Marked with the distinctive

virtually all sizes and types. The tailgate can still be opened even when the

“Mercedes-Benz” lettering.

rear cycle rack is mounted if no bikes are on it. Maximum payload: 70 kg.

2 CLASSIC all-season mat. Made from robust, washable plastic to cope
with the toughest use. Modern design with recessed areas and raised
border. Marked with an eye-catching Mercedes star. Velour and ribbed
floor mats are also available.
3 Coolbox. The plastic coolbox powered by the 12V socket keeps items
cool, even on long journeys. Straps make it easily portable and securely

The illustrations may show Genuine Accessories that are not available in all countries.

4 5

attachable in the load compartment. Capacity: 16.5 l.

Lockable.
5 “KIDFIX XP” child seat, with ISOFIT. The high-quality “KIDFIX XP” child
seat is suitable for children aged from around 3.5 to 12 years (15 to 36 kg)
and attaches securely to the vehicle using the three-point seat belt or
additionally by means of ISOFIT. The seat backrest can be removed if
required in order to use the “KIDFIX XP” as a booster seat.
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Upholstery and trim
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Upholstery and trim.

Marco Polo

Marco Polo HORIZON

Interior Design
package (PX9)1, 3, 5

Marco Polo ACTIVITY

Interior Premium
package (F3P)1, 5

VY0

VY4

VY4

VU0

VY7

VY6

VY5

VY5

VX7

VY8

VX7

VX9

VY9

Upholstery
VY0 Marco Polo Santiago fabric in black
VY4 Santiago fabric in black

FH0

FH0

FH0

FH8

FB1

FH7

FH7

FH9

FH9

FH8

FH8

FB1

FH9

FH9

FB1

FB1

VY5 Santiago fabric in crystal grey2
VY6 Marco Polo Santiago fabric in silk beige2
VU0 Marco Polo Lugano leather in black3
VX7 Lugano leather in black4, 5
VX9 Marco Polo Lugano leather in silk beige3
VY7 Nappa leather in black5
VY8 Nappa leather in marron5
VY9 Nappa leather in silk beige5
Trim
FH0 In high-gloss black with piano-lacquer look
FH7 Trim in matt anthracite with wave look1, 5
FH8 Trim in high-gloss brown with ash-wood look1, 5
FH9 Trim in high-gloss dark anthracite with ebony-wood look1, 3, 5
FB1 AMG trim with carbon-fibre look1, 6

1

Optional extra. 2 No-cost option. 3 For the Marco Polo. 4 Optional only for
the Marco Polo ACTIVITY. 5 For the Marco Polo HORIZON. 6 Only available
in conjunction with AMG Line.

Paintwork

Paintwork.

Non-metallic paints

Metallic paints1

3589

7701

5890

9197

5610

9147

7368

9744

8526

9963

Non-metallic paints
3589 jupiter red
5610 navy blue
6580 granite green
7701 pebble grey
9147 arctic white
Metallic paints1
5890 cavansite blue
7368 flint grey

6580

8526 dolomite brown
9134 rock crystal white
9197 obsidian black
9744 brilliant silver
9963 indium grey

1

Optional extra.

9134
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Dimensions for Marco Polo.

1220

12781

2839

Side view with open pop-up roof

1090

Rear

1980

Front

901
H

1928
2249

H up to approx. 521

(2057 with exterior mirrors folded in)

1

All figures in mm. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to standard-specification, unladen vehicles.
Interior height. 2 Luggage compartment width. 3 Luggage compartment depth, measured on vehicle floor. 4 Maximum width of passenger compartment.

3200
5140

895

Marco Polo | Dimensions

Bench in seat position

Fully reclined bench

Roof bed in pop-up roof

12604

7243
10732

1130
2050

2030

2653

1130
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Dimensions for Marco Polo HORIZON.

1220

12781

2854

Side view with open pop-up roof

1090

Rear

1995

Front

901
H

1928
2249

H up to approx. 546

(2057 with exterior mirrors folded in)

1

All figures in mm. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to standard-specification, unladen vehicles.
Interior height. 2 Luggage compartment depth, measured on vehicle floor. 3 Maximum width of passenger compartment.

3200
5140

895
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Bench in seat position

Fully reclined bench

Roof bed in pop-up roof

15523

7492

1130
2050

1930

2653

1350
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Dimensions for Marco Polo ACTIVITY.

2839
1220

12781

Side view with open pop-up roof

1195

Rear

1980

Front

901
H

1928
2244

H up to approx. 521

(2060 with exterior mirrors folded in)

1

All figures in mm. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to standard-specification, unladen vehicles.
Interior height. 2 Luggage compartment depth, measured on vehicle floor. 3 Maximum width of passenger compartment.

3200
5140

895
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Bench in seat position

Fully reclined bench

Roof bed in pop-up roof

15523

2050

1350

7492

1930

2678

1130
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Technical data for Marco Polo.
Diesel engines
Marco Polo 200 d

Marco Polo 220 d

Marco Polo 220 d 4MATIC

Number of cylinders/configuration

4/in-line

4/in-line

4/in-line

Total displacement (cc)

2143

2143

2143

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm

100 (136)/3800

120 (163)/3800

120 (163)/3800

Rated torque in Nm at rpm

330/1200–2400

380/1400–2400

380/1400–2400

Standard transmission [option]

6-speed manual transmission [7G-TRONIC PLUS]

6-speed manual transmission [7G-TRONIC PLUS]

7G-TRONIC PLUS

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s [automatic transmission]

15.7 [14.6]

13.4 [12.3]

– [14.0]

Top speed, approx. in km/h [automatic transmission]

182 [181]

193 [194]

– [189]

Standard tyres2

205/65 R16, 245/45 R19

205/65 R16, 245/45 R19

225/55 R17, 245/45 R19

Fuel consumption in l/100 km
Urban [automatic transmission]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.5 [7.8]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.6 [7.8]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [8.9]

Extra-urban [automatic transmission]

6.6 [6.5]
6.9 [7.0]

6.5 [6.5]

Combined [automatic transmission]

6.9 [7.0]

– [7.3]
– [7.9]

CO2 emissions3 in g/km, combined [automatic transmission]

183 [184]

182 [184]

– [209]

Efficiency class [automatic transmission]

B [A]

A [A]

– [B]

1

3, 4

Emission class

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

Luggage compartment capacity in l

670

670

670

Turning circle diameter in m

11.8

11.8

13.1

Kerb weight5 in kg [automatic transmission]

2410 [2437]

2410 [2437]

– [2502]

Payload in kg [automatic transmission]

690–790 [663–763]

690–790 [663–763]

– [598–698]

6

Perm. GVW in kg

3100, 3200

3100, 3200

3100, 3200

Towing capacity8 in kg, braked/unbraked

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

Perm. GCW in kg

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

Maximum roof load in kg

50

50

50

8

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oil

1

Figures for rated output and rated torque according to current version of Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007. 2 Other tyre sizes optionally available. 3 The figures shown were determined based on the prescribed
measuring process. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Art. 2 No. 1 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part
of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures vary depending on the selected optional extras. 4 Standard tank capacity for all engines
approx. 57 l, optionally approx. 70 l. AdBlue® tank capacity: 11.5 l, optionally approx. 25 l. 5 Figures according to Directive 92/21/EEC in the version applicable at the time of going to print (with driver 68 kg,
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Marco Polo 250 d

Marco Polo 250 d 4MATIC

4/in-line

4/in-line

2143

2143

140 (190) [+10 (+14)7]/3800

140 (190) [+10 (+14)7]/3800

440 [+40 ]/1400–2400

440 [+407]/1400–2400

7G-TRONIC PLUS

7G-TRONIC PLUS

– [10.9]

– [11.9]

– [205]

– [199]

225/55 R17, 245/45 R19

225/55 R17, 245/45 R19

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [7.5]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [8.7]

– [6.7]
– [7.0]

– [7.4]
– [7.9]

– [184]

– [209]

– [A]

– [B]

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

670

670

11.8

13.1

– [2437]

– [2502]

– [663–763]

– [598–698]

3100, 3200

3100, 3200

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

50

50

7

luggage 7 kg, all service fluids and tank 90% full). 6 Equipment or design and equipment lines can affect the payload due to increase/reduction in kerb weight. Further information is available from your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 7 The short-term boost in output and torque achieved with the Overtorque
Technology is activated in the DYNAMIC SELECT modes “C”, “S” and “M”. 8 Towing capacity of 2500 kg and GCW of 5600 kg or 5700 kg optional and only available in conjunction with automatic transmission.
Optional extras and Genuine Accessories (e.g. roof rails, cycle racks etc.) may have an effect on relevant vehicle characteristics such as weight, rolling resistance and wind resistance and, along with traffic and weather conditions, may have an impact on fuel consumption figures and performance.
Further technical data are available online at www.mercedes-benz.com
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Technical data for Marco Polo HORIZON.
Diesel engines
Marco Polo HORIZON 200 d

Marco Polo HORIZON 220 d

Marco Polo HORIZON 220 d 4MATIC

Number of cylinders/configuration

4/in-line

4/in-line

4/in-line

Total displacement (cc)

2143

2143

2143

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm

100 (136)/3800

120 (163)/3800

120 (163)/3800

Rated torque in Nm at rpm

330/1200–2400

380/1400–2400

380/1400–2400

Standard transmission [option]

6-speed manual transmission [7G-TRONIC PLUS]

6-speed manual transmission [7G-TRONIC PLUS]

7G-TRONIC PLUS

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s [automatic transmission]

13.9 [13.9]

11.8–11.9 [11.8]

– [12.8–12.9]

Top speed, approx. in km/h [automatic transmission]

183 [182]

193 [194]

– [187]

Standard tyres2

205/65 R16, 245/45 R19

205/65 R16, 245/45 R19

225/55 R17, 245/45 R19

Fuel consumption in l/100 km
Urban [automatic transmission]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.5 [7.8]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.6 [7.8]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [8.9]

Extra-urban [automatic transmission]

6.6 [6.5]
6.9 [7.0]

6.5 [6.5]

Combined [automatic transmission]

6.9 [7.0]

– [7.3]
– [7.9]

CO2 emissions3 in g/km, combined [automatic transmission]

183 [184]

182 [184]

– [209]

Efficiency class [automatic transmission]

B [B]

B [B]

– [C]

1

3, 4

Emission class

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

Luggage compartment capacity in l

830

830

830

Turning circle diameter in m

11.8

11.8

13.1

Kerb weight5 in kg [automatic transmission]

2295 [2335]

2295 [2335]

– [2400]

Payload in kg [automatic transmission]

805–905 [765–865]

805–905 [765–865]

– [700–800]

6

Perm. GVW in kg

3100, 3200

3100, 3200

3100, 3200

Towing capacity8 in kg, braked/unbraked

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

Perm. GCW in kg

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

Maximum roof load in kg

50

50

50

8

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oil

1

Figures for rated output and rated torque according to current version of Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007. 2 Other tyre sizes optionally available. 3 The figures shown were determined based on the prescribed
measuring process. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Art. 2 No. 1 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part
of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures vary depending on the selected optional extras. 4 Standard tank capacity for all engines
approx. 57 l, optionally approx. 70 l. AdBlue® tank capacity: 11.5 l, optionally approx. 25 l. 5 Figures according to Directive 92/21/EEC in the version applicable at the time of going to print (with driver 68 kg,
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Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d

Marco Polo HORIZON 250 d 4MATIC

4/in-line

4/in-line

2143

2143

140 (190) [+10 (+14)7]/3800

140 (190) [+10 (+14)7]/3800

440 [+40 ]/1400–2400

440 [+407]/1400–2400

7G-TRONIC PLUS

7G-TRONIC PLUS

– [9.7]

– [10.4]

– [205]

– [199]

225/55 R17, 245/45 R19

225/55 R17, 245/45 R19

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [7.5]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [8.7]

– [6.7]
– [7.0]

– [7.4]
– [7.9]

– [184]

– [209]

– [B]

– [C]

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

830

830

11.8

13.1

– [2335]

– [2400]

– [765–865]

– [700–800]

3100, 3200

3100, 3200

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

5100, 5200/5600, 5700

50

50

7

luggage 7 kg, all service fluids and tank 90% full). 6 Equipment or design and equipment lines can affect the payload due to increase/reduction in kerb weight. Further information is available from your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 7 The short-term boost in output and torque achieved with the Overtorque
Technology is activated in the DYNAMIC SELECT modes “C”, “S” and “M”. 8 Towing capacity of 2500 kg and GCW of 5600 kg or 5700 kg optional and only available in conjunction with automatic transmission.
Optional extras and Genuine Accessories (e.g. roof rails, cycle racks etc.) may have an effect on relevant vehicle characteristics such as weight, rolling resistance and wind resistance and, along with traffic and weather conditions, may have an impact on fuel consumption figures and performance.
Further technical data are available online at www.mercedes-benz.com
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Technical data for Marco Polo ACTIVITY.
Diesel engines
Marco Polo ACTIVITY 160 d1

Marco Polo ACTIVITY 180 d1

Marco Polo ACTIVITY 200 d

Number of cylinders/configuration

4/in-line

4/in-line

4/in-line

Total displacement (cc)

1598

1598

2143

Rated output2 in kW (hp) at rpm

65 (88)/3800

84 (114)/3800

100 (136)/3800

Rated torque in Nm at rpm

230/1500–2000

270/1500–2500

330/1200–2400

Standard transmission [option]

6-speed manual transmission

6-speed manual transmission

6-speed manual transmission [7G-TRONIC PLUS]

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s [automatic transmission]

21.6 [–]

16.4 [–]

14.4 [13.3]

Top speed, approx. in km/h [automatic transmission]

156 [–]

169 [–]

183 [181]

Standard tyres3

195/65 R 16

195/65 R 16

195/65 R 16

Fuel consumption in l/100 km
Urban [automatic transmission]

without BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.8 [–]

without BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.8 [–]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.3 [7.8]

Extra-urban [automatic transmission]

5.4 [–]
6.3 [–]

5.4 [–]

Combined [automatic transmission]

6.3 [–]

6.5 [6.5]
6.8 [7.0]

CO2 emissions4 in g/km, combined [automatic transmission]

164 [–]

164 [–]

179 [184]

Efficiency class [automatic transmission]

B [–]

B [–]

B [B]

2

4, 5

Emission class

Euro 6b M1

Euro 6b M1

Euro 6c M1

Luggage compartment capacity in l

830

830

830

Turning circle diameter in m

12.9

12.9

11.8

Kerb weight6 in kg [automatic transmission]

2070 [–]

2070 [–]

2170 [2197]

Payload in kg [automatic transmission]

730–1030 [–]

730–1030 [–]

930 [903]

7

Perm. GVW in kg

2800, 3100

2800, 3100

3100

Towing capacity8 in kg, braked/unbraked

1000, 1200/750

1800, 2000/750

2000, 2500/750

Perm. GCW in kg

4000, 4100

4800

5100/5600

Maximum roof load in kg

50

50

50

8

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oil

1

T he engine versions with 65 kW and 84 kW and front-wheel drive (Marco Polo ACTIVITY 160 d and 180 d) will be temporarily unavailable in certain countries from 06/2018. For more information, please ask
your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 2 Figures for rated output and rated torque according to the current version of Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007. 3 Other tyre sizes optionally available. 4 The figures shown
were determined based on the prescribed measuring process. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Art. 2 No. 1 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. The figures are not based on an individual
vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures vary depending on the selected optional extras.
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Marco Polo ACTIVITY 220 d

Marco Polo ACTIVITY 220 d 4MATIC

Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d

Marco Polo ACTIVITY 250 d 4MATIC

4/in-line

4/in-line

4/in-line

4/in-line

2143

2143

2143

2143

120 (163)/3800

120 (163)/3800

140 (190)/3800

140 (190)/3800

380/1400–2400

380/1400–2400

440/1400–2400

440/1400–2400

6-speed manual transmission [7G-TRONIC PLUS]

7G-TRONIC PLUS

7G-TRONIC PLUS

7G-TRONIC PLUS

12.2 [11.2]

– [12.9]

– [9.9]

– [11.0]

194 [195]

– [189]

– [205]

– [199]

205/65 R16

225/55 R 17

225/55 R 17

225/55 R 17

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
7.5 [7.8]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [8.9]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [7.5]

with BlueEFFICIENCY package
– [8.7]

6.4 [6.5]
6.8 [7.0]

– [7.3]
– [7.9]

– [6.7]
– [7.0]

– [7.4]
– [7.9]

179 [184]

– [209]

– [184]

– [209]

B [B]

– [C]

– [B]

– [C]

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

Euro 6c M1

830

830

830

830

11.8

13.1

11.8

13.1

2170 [2197]

– [2262]

– [2197]

– [2262]

930 [903]

– [838]

– [903]

– [838]

3100

3100

3100

3100

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

2000, 2500/750

5100/5600

5100/5600

5100/5600

5100/5600

50

50

50

50

Standard tank capacity for all engines approx. 57 l, optionally approx. 70 l. AdBlue® tank capacity: 11.5 l, optionally approx. 25 l. 6 Figures according to Directive 92/21/EEC in the version applicable at the time of going to print (with driver 68 kg, luggage 7 kg, all service fluids and tank 90% full).
E quipment or design and equipment lines can affect the payload due to increase/reduction in kerb weight. Further information is available from your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 8 Towing capacity of 2500 kg and GCW of 5600 kg optional and only available in conjunction with automatic transmission.
Optional extras and Genuine Accessories (e.g. roof rails, cycle racks etc.) may have an effect on relevant vehicle characteristics such as weight, rolling resistance and wind resistance and, along with traffic and weather conditions, may have an impact on fuel consumption figures and performance.
Further technical data are available online at www.mercedes-benz.com
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Please note: changes may have been made to the product since this brochure went to print (30.01.2018). The

for a very short period of time (a few seconds at most), e.g. in the event of an accident; or in aggregated form, e.g. in

manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour or specification during the delivery period,

order to assess component wear and tear. The saved data can be retrieved via interfaces within the vehicle. They may be

provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect

processed and used by trained vehicle technicians as a means of diagnosing and addressing possible malfunctions, or

to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of

by the manufacturer for analysis purposes and as a means of improving vehicle functions further. If so requested by the

an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations and descriptions may include accessories and

customer, data may also provide the basis for further optional services. Transfer of the data from the vehicle to the

optional extras which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure,

manufacturer or third parties is only possible with appropriate legal authorisation (e.g. vehicle emergency call) or based

owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure may contain models and services which are not available

on a contractual agreement with the customer and within the framework of data protection laws. Further information

in certain countries.

about data stored in the vehicle may be found in the operating instructions for the vehicle. These are available in printed
form in the vehicle or online on the national Mercedes-Benz website for your country.

This brochure is distributed internationally. Information given regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and
going to print. Please consult your Mercedes-Benz van dealer for final details.

Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. We will be glad to take back your Marco Polo, Marco Polo HORIZON or Marco Polo
ACTIVITY for proper recycling and disposal as specified by the European Union (EU) End-of-Life Vehicle Directive –

www.mercedes-benz.com

but that day lies a long way off. A network of vehicle take-back depots and dismantlers has been established to make

taxation and the consequences thereof applies to the Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of

it as easy as possible for you to return your vehicle. You can leave it at any of these points free of charge and, by so
Storage of technical data in the vehicle: electronic vehicle components (e.g. airbag control unit, engine control unit
etc.) incorporate data memory for technical vehicle data, such as alerts in the event of malfunction, vehicle speed,

doing, make an important contribution to completing the recycling process and conserving resources. For further

braking force or functionality of restraint and driving assistance systems in the event of an accident (audio and video data
are not saved). These data are saved only fleetingly as a snapshot in time, e.g. in the event of a malfunction report;

national Mercedes-Benz website.

Daimler AG, Mercedesstraße 137, 70327 Stuttgart
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information about the recycling and disposal of end-of-life vehicles, and the take-back conditions, please visit your

